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Versteel Launches Outdoor Design Solutions Bringing Classrooms and 
Offices Outside
Answering the demand for well-ventilated communal spaces that prioritize human wellness and support health, Ver-
steel is launching outdoor-compatible furniture solutions for long and short-term outside sheltered scenarios: Pavil-

ion and Pop-Up.

Versteel’s new outdoor 
solutions, Pavilion and Pop-Up, 
provide a safe, physical space for 
gathering and generating ideas. 
The two options cater to any 
collaboration-related scenario, 
providing outdoor classrooms 
and work areas that include tents, 
furniture and power. The Versteel 
V Power utilizes cordless, battery-

powered charging that attaches to the edge of each work surface, giving individuals and teams the freedom to work and 
learn anywhere.

Integra Introduces New Coastal Collection | Metal
Integra Inc. is introducing its new Coastal Collection | Metal. This new line of seating products 
better meets the maintenance and design needs for a wide range of commercial interiors today, 
especially within the healthcare market. Coordinating Coastal Metal Tables accompany the 
launch.

“The new Coastal Collection | Metal takes our range of durable and sophisticated guest and 
lounge seating to a new level,” said Chandra Putnam, Integra’s Director of Sales and Marketing. 

KFI Studios Favorites get a Spring Refresh
KFI Studios is introducing new frame options for their Imme and Jive Collections. 
The Imme chair will have a white frame choice for 4 leg, counter height, and bar 
height stools. The 4 leg Imme chair has options for arms and casters, and with 7 
modern poly shell colors to choose from. The full Imme product line meets Inter-
tek's Indoor Air Quality Gold certification and is ANSI-BIFMA tested up to 300lbs. 
Poly shell ships in just 48 hours and graded-in upholstery ships in 2-3 weeks.

The bentwood laminate Jive collection is also getting a fresh look for spring 
with the addition of a Black or White frame. These new colors will join the 

existing chrome and the full Jive line (café, counter and bar heights) will be included in the update. Jive stacks 4 high 
and laminates are available in white, natural or espresso finish. As with Imme, the Jive Collection ship in 48 hours, and 
graded-in upholstery ships in 2-3 weeks.

New RACKUP Seating Collection by United Chair
RACKUP from United Chair (A Groupe Lacasse brand) easily stands out from 
the crowd thanks to its compact and sleek design. All models in this collec-
tion come standard with a flexible backrest of up to 22 degrees of incline to 
provide a feeling of instant comfort, without any additional adjustment.

The collection features nesting models with a folding seat offering a 
compact and quick storage solution perfect for all types of reconfigurable 
workspaces. You’ll also find light task models as well as stools with a 
5-prong nylon base. RACKUP comes in two frame colors (black or medium 
grey) as well as five soft mesh color choices for the flexible backrests. Avail-
able to order March 11, 2021.
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